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This work reports experimental and theoretical studies of hydrodynamic behaviour

of deformable objects such as droplets and cells in a microchannel. Effects of

mechanical properties including size and viscosity of these objects on their

deformability, mobility, and induced hydrodynamic resistance are investigated.

The experimental results revealed that the deformability of droplets, which is

quantified in terms of deformability index (D.I.), depends on the droplet-to-channel

size ratio q and droplet-to-medium viscosity ratio k. Using a large set of

experimental data, for the first time, we provide a mathematical formula that

correlates induced hydrodynamic resistance of a single droplet DRd with the

droplet size q and viscosity k. A simple theoretical model is developed to obtain

closed form expressions for droplet mobility / and DRd . The predictions of the

theoretical model successfully confront the experimental results in terms of the

droplet mobility / and induced hydrodynamic resistance DRd . Numerical

simulations are carried out using volume-of-fluid model to predict droplet

generation and deformation of droplets of different size ratio q and viscosity ratio

k, which compare well with that obtained from the experiments. In a novel effort,

we performed experiments to measure the bulk induced hydrodynamic resistance

DR of different biological cells (yeast, L6, and HEK 293). The results reveal that

the bulk induced hydrodynamic resistance DR is related to the cell concentration

and apparent viscosity of the cells. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4897332]

I. INTRODUCTION

The area of microfluidics deals with development of miniaturized fluidic devices (with

channel size �1–1000 lm) that has undergone impressive advancements during the last two

decades.1–6 As an interdisciplinary area, this technology has profound applications in biomedi-

cal diagnostics, chemical and biological analysis,7–9 automotive, and electronics industries. One

of the pivotal applications of microfluidics is the development of lab on chip (LOC) devices.

LOC devices that enable sorting of micron-sized objects such as cells, droplets, and particles

into distinct populations could be a powerful tool in a range of applications including health-

care, research, and industry. Ability to sort cells based on size and deformability can provide

an indispensable diagnostic tool.10–12 Recently, induced hydrodynamic resistance (i.e., the

additional resistance due to the presence of an object in a microchannel flow) has been pro-

posed as a parameter for characterization of such objects.13 Hydrodynamic resistance is related

to the mechanical properties of objects including size and deformability. Based on the induced

hydrodynamic resistance, objects of different mechanical properties could be sorted.14 Thus,

investigation of induced hydrodynamic resistance and overall dynamics of deformable objects

in a microfluidic channel has great practical significance.
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Excess pressure drop and mobility of droplets (i.e., ratio of velocity of droplet to the total

velocity of continuous phase) in a rectangular channel has been studied for droplets of different

size and viscosity ratio.15,16 Excess pressure drop produced by a single droplet in a rectangular

channel was also investigated using a sensitive microfluidic comparator.17 In the case of small

droplets of length less than 4-times the channel width, pressure drop is independent of drop

size and weakly dependent on the viscosity ratio. For larger droplets, excess pressure drop may

increase, decrease, or remain unchanged with drop size depending on the viscosity ratio.17 Engl

et al.18 performed experiments with a train of droplets in a millifluidic channel and designed a

channel network for routing of droplets based on the induced hydrodynamic resistance. Labrot

et al.19 carried out experiments to determine the hydrodynamic resistance offered by liquid

plugs in a microchannel using a pressure sensor as well as an asymmetric loop device. Effect

of surfactant adsorption at the droplet interface leads to a reduction in droplet velocity, and this

retardation increases with increase in droplet size ratio and decrease in viscosity ratio.20 Also,

presence of surfactant increases the leading end curvature of the droplet interface, which has

significant effect on droplet speed and excess pressure drop. At low Peclet number (ratio of

surfactant convection to the two dimensional diffusion at the interface), diffusion become domi-

nant and surfactant concentration is uniform which leads to lower surface tension. At high

Peclet number, surfactant gradient produces Marangoni stresses leading to surface immobiliza-

tion thus increasing excess pressure drop and decreasing droplet velocity. Fuerstman et al.21

studied excess pressure drop produced when a large bubble contacts all four walls of a rectan-

gular microchannel. It was observed that at low and high surfactant concentrations, pressure

drop mainly depends on the number of bubbles in the channel. At intermediate surfactant con-

centrations, pressure drop depends on the total aggregated length of the bubbles. In the latter

case, there is an increased flow of continuous phase through the region bounded by the curved

surface of the bubble and the corners of the channel which is known as “gutter effect.” Excess

pressure drop produced by a single droplet inside a channel in terms of an equivalent hydrody-

namic length was calculated from experiments and model.22

Although, recently, some efforts have been made to understand the hydrodynamics of

micron size deformable objects in microchannels, there are several limitations. In the numerical

studies reported in literature, the contact angle made by discrete phase has been approximated

as the wetting boundary condition at the wall, whereas it is actually the angle made by the

interface with the channel wall measured along the denser liquid phase. At microscale, surface

tension force is predominant due to which contact angle has significant effect on the droplet

production, diameter, frequency, mobility, and deformation. Thus, in the Volume-of-Fluid

(VOF) simulations, it is important that a correct value of contact angle is specified in the

boundary conditions. Initial studies on excess pressure drop of droplets were made in circular

channels which considered the droplets to be less deformable and inviscid.23 Most of the ana-

lytical and numerical models reported in literature24 address the mobility of isolated rigid spher-

ical objects and fluid spheres with high surface tension in vertical capillaries with or without

consideration of the effect of gravity. In these models, deformation of these spherical objects is

not considered. Also, most of the models fail to accurately predict the mobility of droplets of

diameters above 0.8 times the channel size. Some experimental and numerical works25 consid-

ered deformability of neutrally buoyant droplets to determine mobility and excess pressure drop

but these studies were carried out inside macro-scale channels (where scaling of forces may be

different). In contrast to the observations made earlier,23,26 recent studies27 have shown that the

hydraulic resistance increases with increase in droplet size irrespective of the viscosity ratio

(i.e., even if it is less than 0.48). It is reported that this contradictory observations could be due

to neglect of the pressure exerted by thin film of the continuous phase around the droplet in the

previous model. Droplets having different density as compared to the continuous phase have

been studied28 but these studies were for large droplets inside tubes. Recently, hydrodynamic

resistance induced by a single droplet in small channels is studied using analytical models and

experiments,29 but these models do not address the effect of viscosity ratio or droplet deform-

ability. Another recent work19 does consider the effect of viscosity ratio of droplets but these

studies were performed using liquid plugs. Additionally, although some research has been
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carried out to study the effective viscosity, flow pattern, and distribution of particles, such as

beads and cells inside narrow confinements,29,30 only limited studies31 have been performed to

investigate the effect of concentration of such microparticles on the induced hydrodynamic

resistance.

This paper reports hydrodynamic behaviour including deformation, mobility, and induced

hydrodynamic resistance of micron size deformable objects (droplets, beads, and cells) of dif-

ferent mechanical properties (size and viscosity) inside rectangular microchannels. The first part

of the paper presents a theoretical model to predict droplet mobility and induced hydrodynamic

resistance of droplets moving in a microfluidic channel. Sessoms et al.22 reported a phenomeno-

logical model for predicting equivalent hydrodynamic length and mobility of a single droplet in

a microchannel. Our theoretical model is an extension of this work which facilitates experimen-

tal measurement of the phenomenological permeability, which22 does not attempt. Additionally,

our model reduces the number of such permeabilities from three to one by (a) considering the

flow in the annular region around the droplet and (b) considering the Poiseuille flow profile in

the unobstructed region. Next, a numerical model is outlined which is used to simulate droplet

generation and deformation behaviour of droplets of different size and viscosity. Further, the

device fabrication protocol, experimental setup, materials and methods for droplets and bead/

cell samples, and characterization of chemicals used in the experiments are detailed. Then, the

results of the analytical model, numerical simulations, and experiments for the droplets are

presented and discussed. Effect of droplet size and viscosity ratio on the deformation pattern,

mobility, and induced hydrodynamic resistance are reported. Finally, experimental results for

polystyrene microbeads and cells (Yeast, L6 myoblast, and HEK-293) are presented and

discussed.

II. THEORETICAL MODEL

In this section, induced hydrodynamic resistance (DRd) and mobility (/) of individual

droplets present in a microfluidic channel are derived. Presence of a droplet inside a microflui-

dic channel increases the hydrodynamic resistance of the channel. If DRwd ¼ DPwd=Q and

DRwod ¼ DPwod=Q are the hydrodynamic resistances of the channel with and without the pres-

ence of droplets, respectively, the “induced hydrodynamic resistance” due to a single droplet is

given by DRd ¼ ðDRwd � DRwodÞ=n. Here, DPwd and DPwod are pressure drops with and without

droplets, respectively, Q is the total flow rate and n is the total number of droplets. The pres-

ence of a droplet is also represented by a parameter called “equivalent hydrodynamic length

Ld ,” which is the additional length of the channel required to match the additional pressure

drop due to a single droplet, while operating with the continuous phase only and the same total

flow rate. First, an expression for droplet mobility /, which is the ratio of the velocity of the

droplet Ud to the average velocity of the continuous phase UT , is derived. Next, an expression

for equivalent hydrodynamic length of a droplet is derived and then expression for induced

hydrodynamic resistance of a droplet is obtained.

Consider a microchannel having uniform cross-section of hydraulic radius Rc and length L
with n is the number of equispaced monodisperse droplets of radius Rd, density qd , and viscos-

ity ld moving at velocity Ud as depicted in Fig. 1. The density and viscosity of continuous

phase are qc and lc, respectively. Let the separation distance between the droplets be d. Due to

FIG. 1. Schematic of the model showing homogeneous equispaced (interdistance d) droplets in a microchannel of length L
and the regions with droplets (l) and without droplets (d� l).
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the periodic nature of the droplets, flow in a channel portion of length d is considered. If d is

sufficiently large such that there is no hydrodynamic interaction between the droplets, it can be

assumed that a droplet modifies the original Poiseuille flow field only over a small segment of

length l < d. It is expected that the maximum value of l can be of the order of the size of the

channel Rc. With these considerations, the flow inside the microchannel can be divided into

two distinct regions, viz., a region of length l which is affected by the presence of the droplet

and the interdroplet region of length d� l which is unperturbed and exhibits Poiseuille flow.

Let the average velocity of continuous phase in the unperturbed region (d� l) be UT and veloc-

ity of continuous phase in the annular region around the droplet is UL.

First, an expression for the velocity profile of the fluid in the annular region is derived by

considering the movement of a cylindrical droplet inside a cylindrical channel. As explained

further in Sec. V A, moving droplets of size comparable to that of the channel size take the

shape of a bullet or capsule (prolate profile). So, the approximation of a cylinder moving inside

another stationary cylinder can be considered to determine the modified velocity in the annular

region. Under the assumption of fully developed flow and negligible body force, Navier-Stokes

equation for an incompressible flow in the annular axisymmetric region around the droplet is

given by

1

r

@
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� �
; (1)

where p is fluid pressure, u is flow velocity, and r and z are radial and axial coordinates,

respectively. By integrating and applying the following boundary conditions: r ¼ Rd,

u ¼ Ud(droplet velocity) and r ¼ Rc, u ¼ 0 (no-slip on channel wall), the velocity profile in the

annular region is derived as
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where DPl is the pressure drop in the region affected by the presence of the droplet. The

expression for average velocity of continuous phase in the annular region is calculated as
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In the droplet region, continuous phase is modified due to the presence of the droplet.

Assuming that Darcy’s laws hold true around the droplet in region l (i.e., velocity of a fluid ele-

ment is proportional to the pressure drop applied across it,22,32 we get

DPl

l
¼ lc

kd
UT ; (5)

where kd is the permeability of the medium around the droplet, which depends on the ratio of

the droplet size to the channel size (q) and the discrete-to-continuous phase viscosity ratio (k).

The expression for kd is determined using a large set of experimental data as discussed later in

Sec. V C.
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In flows through porous media, to satisfy continuity, the interstitial velocity at the porous

region and the superficial velocity in the nonporous region are related by porosity or void frac-

tion.32 The continuous phase velocity UT and the velocity of flow in the annular region around

the droplet UL are analogous to the superficial velocity and the interstitial velocity, respectively.

Thus,

UL ¼
UT

e
; (6)

where e is the porosity of the region l, which is the volume fraction of continuous phase in this

region l. If the volume of the region l is Vl and the volume of the droplet is Vd, the volume of

the void region around the droplet can be calculated as Vc ¼ Vl � Vd, which can be used to cal-

culate the porosity as e ¼ Vc=Vl.

Using Eq. (6) in Eq. (5), we get

DPl

l
¼ lc

kd
eUL: (7)

Substituting Eq. (6) in Eq. (4), we get UL ¼ TUD, where

T ¼

R2
d

R2
c � Rd

2
� �þ 1
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� �
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þ e R2
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2

� �
8kdln
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: (8)

Considering a control volume in the region d� l (shown by dotted line in Fig. 1), which is

bounded by the channel walls as the top and bottom faces, a channel cross-section in the unob-

structed region as the left face and a channel cross-section on the trailing edge of a droplet as

the right face, mass conservation yields

ATUT ¼ ALUL þ ADUd: (9)

Substituting UL ¼ TUd , the non-dimensional droplet velocity or droplet mobility / can be

expressed as

/ ¼ Ud

UT
¼ 1

AL

AT
T þ AD

AT

; (10)

where AL is the annular area around the droplet in region l, AD is the cross sectional area of the

droplet, and AT is the cross sectional area of the channel. The pressure drop over a channel seg-

ment of length d can be obtained by adding the individual pressure drops in the two regions as

DPd ¼ DPl þ DPd�l: (11)

The pressure drop DPl is given by Eq. (5) and the pressure drop in the region (d� l) is given by

DP d�lð Þ ¼
8lCUT d� lð Þ

R2
C

: (12)

Substituting Eqs. (5) and (12) in Eq. (11) and rearranging the terms, we get

DPd ¼
lc

kd
UTlþ 8lcUT

R2
c

d� lð Þ: (13)
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Considering that the pressure drop over a length L of the channel is given by DPwd ¼
ðL=dÞDPd and the number of droplets n ¼ L=d, the excess pressure drop can be obtained as

DPexcess ¼ L=dð ÞDPd �
8lcUTL

R2
c

¼ nlUTlc

R2
c

R2
c

kd
� 8

� �
: (14)

So, the equivalent hydrodynamic length of a single droplet can be expressed as

Ld ¼ l
R2

c

8kd
� 1

� �
¼ l

1

k�d
� 1

� �
(15)

and the induced hydrodynamic resistance due to a single droplet is obtained as

DRd ¼
8lcl

pR4
c

1

8k�d
� 1

� �
; (16)

where k�d ¼ kd=R2
c is the dimensionless permeability. It is observed that the induced hydrody-

namic resistance DRd depends on the size of the droplet and the channel as well as the viscosity

of the carrier fluid and droplet (via kd). Further, if we non-dimensionalize DRd using hydrody-

namic resistance (R) offered by the continuous phase alone operated at the same total flow rate,

we get

DRd

R
¼ l

L

1

8k�d
� 1

� �
: (17)

III. NUMERICAL MODEL

Numerical simulations are carried out using VOF model in Ansys-Fluent. Assuming that

fluid is Newtonian and flow is incompressible, laminar and fully developed, the governing

equations for mass, momentum, and fluid fraction function are as follows:

r:u ¼ 0; (18)

@qu

@t
þr:quu ¼ �rPþr: l ruþrTuð Þ

� �
þ Fs; (19)

@F

@t
þ u:rF ¼ 0; (20)

where u is the flow velocity, p is the pressure shared by two phases, and F is the volume frac-

tion in a cell that ranges between 0 and 1. For a cell that is completely filled with secondary

phase (droplet phase), F ¼ 1, whereas for a cell that is completely filled with the primary phase

(continuous phase) F ¼ 0. If a cell contains an interface between two phases, the phase fraction

has an intermediate value between 0 and 1. All the physical properties including density q and

viscosity l used in the equations are the averaged by volume fraction of individual phases, and

Fs is the surface tension force which is added to the momentum equation as a source term.

In VOF method, surface tension force is calculated by using continuum surface force

model,33 where the surface curvature is computed from the local gradients in the surface normal

at the interface. The gravitational force is neglected as it is not relevant in case of micro-scale

flows. The interfacial tension and material properties used in the simulations are measured from

our experiments (presented in Table I). Velocity boundary conditions are applied at the inlets

of the discrete and continuous phases and atmospheric pressure boundary condition is used at

the outlets. One-half of the computational domain is simulated with a symmetry boundary

condition to reduce computational time. Wetting effect of the fluid on the wall is handled by
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providing a static contact angle as wall boundary condition. The contact angle is measured

from the experimental images captured using a high speed camera and analysed using ImageJ

software. Pressure Implicit with Split of Operators (PISO) is used as the pressure-velocity cou-

pling scheme and Pressure Staggering Option (PRESTO) is used as the pressure interpolation

scheme for calculating the face pressure of each cell.

We use two-dimensional (2D) simulations to predict the droplet generation process. In the

case of small surface tension (high Ca) unconfined extensional flows, droplet formation is

attributed to the capillary (i.e., Rayleigh–Plateau) instability. This capillary instability is not

operative in two dimensions and thus cannot be simulated by a 2D code.34 However, this is not

the situation in our case because we are operating at low to moderate Ca in the range 0.01–0.2,

where the droplet formation is caused by an increased upstream pressure due to lubrication

flow in a thin film sandwiched between the droplet and the channel wall.35 We simulate the

droplet formation using Fluent code which employs inbuilt Brackbill continuum surface tension

model33 to represent the above mechanism and cause the droplet formation. In our initial simu-

lations, we had performed 3D simulations to predict droplet formation. We found that the 3D

simulations are computationally very expensive but do not provide any considerable improve-

ment in accuracy as compared 2D simulations. Moreover, most of the numerical works on

droplet break up using flow focusing geometry reported in literature34,36 are performed on a 2D

code.

For simulating droplet generation process, explicit scheme is used for time step discritiza-

tion and second order upwind scheme is used for spatial discretization of the momentum equa-

tion. The interface reconstruction is done using geometric reconstruction scheme (piece wise

linear approach) to determine the volume fraction weighted average density and viscosity for

the cells and to interpolate face flux for the convective terms in the governing equations. Grid

and time-step independence studies were performed by considering the interface diffusion and

droplet diameter and the required number of grids and time-step were determined to be 15 789

and 1 ls. In order to predict the effect of size and viscosity on droplet deformation, three-

dimensional (3D) VOF simulations are required. Implicit scheme is used for the time step dis-

critization and second order upwind scheme is used for the volume fraction discritization. Grid

and time-step independence studies were performed and the required number of grids and time-

step was found to be 1 40 976 and 1 ls. Droplets of different size were defined inside a micro-

channel by adapting the mesh inside the droplets as the secondary phase. Parasitic currents,

which leads to cumulative error in simulation, were eliminated by smoothening the volume

fraction near the interface by adapting more elements (mesh refinement) close to the interface.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Device fabrication

The microchannel devices used in the present studies were fabricated in PDMS by using

standard soft lithography procedures. A flexi mask designed in AutoCAD LT 2008 was printed

TABLE I. Properties of DI waterþ glycerol % (wt/wt) and mineral oilþ 5% Span 85 (wt/wt) measured at 24 �C.

Chemical

Viscosity

(Pa s)

Density

(Kg/m3)

Surface

tension (mN/m)

Interfacial tension

with mineral oilþ span 85

(5% wt/wt) (mN/m)

Contact

angle (�)

DI waterþ 0% glycerol 0.000914 994 72.51 3.501 96.91 6 1.16

DI waterþ 20% glycerol 0.001564 1040 70.48 3.216 76.66 6 0.6

DI waterþ 40% glycerol 0.003237 1097 69.14 3.109 92.3 6 2.69

DI waterþ 60% glycerol 0.0086 1155 67.74 3.012 94.04 6 3.27

DI waterþ 80% glycerol 0.0421 1207 66.83 2.931 100.78 6 2.11

Mineral oilþ 5% Span 85 wt/wt 0.0287 857 27.22 … 43.92 6 2.98
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at 40 000 dpi. (Photozone Graphics, Mumbai, India). To ensure rigidity of the mask during pho-

tolithography, the mask was fixed onto a thin glass plate. A 400 silicon wafer (Semiconductor

Technology and Application, Milpitas, USA) used for photolithography was cleaned (using

RCA1, RCA2, and HF dip followed by DI water rinse) and placed in oven for 2 min at 120 �C
to remove moisture. First, a very thin layer of 1,1,1,3,3,3 Hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS)

(Spectrochem Pvt. Ltd., Mumbai, India) was spun coated onto the wafer to improve adhesion

between photoresist and wafer. Photoresist SU8 2075 (MicroChem Corp, Newton, USA) was

spun coated onto the wafer at 2000 rpm for 30 s with an acceleration of 300 rpm/s. Soft baking

was done at 65 �C for 5 min followed by 95 �C for 10 min. The photoresist was exposed to UV

light (J500-IR/VISIBLE, OAI Mask alligner, CA, USA) through the mask for 30 s. Post expo-

sure bake was done at 65 �C for 2 min followed by 95 �C for 8 min. Then, the UV-exposed wa-

fer was developed to obtain the silicon master with SU8 pattern on top of it, which was placed

in oven at 100 �C for 30 min to further improve adhesion between photoresist and wafer.

PDMS monomer and curing agent (Sylgard- 184, Silicone Elastomer kit, Dow Corning,

USA) were mixed at a ratio of 10:1 by weight, and the mixture was degassed in a desiccators

to remove air bubbles trapped during mixing. PDMS was poured onto the silicon master, which

was then cured inside a vacuum oven at 75 �C for 4 h. After curing, the hardened PDMS layer

containing the channel structure was peeled off the silicon master and cut to size. Fluidic access

holes for the inlet/outlet and the pressure taps were punched using a 1.5 mm biopsy punch

(Shoney scientific, Pondicherry, India). The PDMS layer containing the microchannel structure

was bonded to a glass slide using an oxygen plasma bonder (Harrick Plasma, Brindley St.,

USA). Finally, PTFE tubings (Cheminert fittings-VICI, Germany) were glued to the access

holes to establish fluidic connection. A photograph of the chip, a zoomed view of the droplet

junction and SEM image of the channel cross-section are depicted in Figs. 2(a)–2(c), respec-

tively. The hydraulic diameter of the channel cross-section is measured to be 97.58 lm.

B. Materials and methods

1. Droplets

In our experiments with droplets, mineral oil (Sigma Aldrich, Bangalore, India) was used

as continuous phase and waterþ aqueous glycerol (Sigma Aldrich, Bangalore, India) with con-

centration of glycerol in the range 20%–80% wt/wt was used as discrete phase. The concentra-

tion of glycerol controls the viscosity of the discrete phase. Surfactant was added to the mineral

oil to improve stability of the aqueous droplets and hydrophobicity of the channel, which in

turn helps in achieving repeatability of droplet production. To generate aqueous droplets in oil,

a lipophilic surfactant having a Hydrophilic-Lipophilic Balance (HLB) number in the range 1–6

should be added to the oil phase.37 In our experiments, Span 85 (Sigma Aldrich, Bangalore,

India) having HLB number of 1.8 was used, which is soluble in mineral oil but insoluble in the

aqueous phase. The interfacial tension of mineral oil decreases with increase in surfactant con-

centration, and the achievable lower limit of the surface tension is imposed by the surfactant

solubility limit. If the concentration of surfactant is above the surfactant solubility limit, interfa-

cial tension remains constant.38 At such high concentrations, surfactants start to form micelles,

so this concentration is called “Critical Micelles Concentration (CMC).” When the surfactant

FIG. 2. (a) Photograph of the microchannel device, (b) zoomed view of the droplet junction and (c) SEM image of the

microchannel.
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concentration is less than the CMC, the surfactants are unevenly distributed over the interface,

which produces a concentration gradient over the droplet surface. This leads to the Marangoni

stresses in addition to the already existing tangential and normal stresses acting on the surface

of the droplet. If the concentration is well above CMC, added excess surfactant form micelles

and thus concentration of individual surfactant molecules over the droplet surface is constant

and is equal to the CMC. Thus, Marangoni stress over the surface is avoided which helps in

the production of stable droplets.

The effect of Span 85 on interfacial tension was studied recently.39 It is reported that for

most of the non-ionic surfactants, the CMC value is in the range of 1.2� 10�4–7.6� 10�4 mol/

dm3. Previous studies have shown that CMC value of Span 85 in mineral oil is 0.262% wt/vol-

ume (or 0.003% wt/wt). We performed experiments to study the effect of concentration of Span

85 (in mineral oil) on the size of droplets produced by varying the concentration in the range

of 0.5%–10% wt/wt. It was observed that the diameter of the droplets decreased (e.g., diameter

decreases from 123 lm to 99 lm at a flow rate of 4.1 ll/min) with increase in the surfactant

concentration up to 5% wt/wt and above this; the sizes of the droplets remain constant. It was

observed that a high surfactant concentration (�10%) leads to the formation of pilot droplets

thus preventing a uniform droplet size distribution, which is required in the present study. In

our experiments with droplets, we have used a surfactant concentration of 5% wt/wt in order to

achieve uniform and stable droplets. The interfacial tension between mineral oil and the aque-

ous phase (at different glycerol concentrations) was measured by Du Nouy ring method using a

Tensiometer (Sigma 701 Tensiometer, Sweden). Without addition of any surfactant, the interfa-

cial tension between mineral oil and DI water (Milli Q) was measured to be 52.5 mN/m. With

5% wt/wt Span 85, the interfacial tension was measured to be 3.501 mN/m. Viscosity measure-

ments were carried out using a viscometer (Brook field DV-IIþPro Extra, USA) and contact

angle measurements on PDMS substrates were carried out using Goniometer (Holmarc Opto-

Mechatronics Pvt. Ltd., India). The measurement results for viscosity, density, surface tension,

contact angle, and interfacial tension are summarized in Table I. These values are used in the

numerical simulations and calculations of the results of theoretical model and experiments.

2. Microbeads

In our experiments with microbeads, polystyrene beads (Sigma Aldrich, Bangalore, India)

of 10 lm size were suspended in 22% aqueous glycerol. The density of aqueous glycerol is

same as that of the beads; thus, sedimentation of beads during the experiments was prevented.

The mixed sample was added with 0.5% wt of Tween 85 (Sigma Aldrich, Bangalore, India) to

prevent aggregation of beads. The number of particles in 1 ml of original bead sample (from

vendor) was calculated as follows:

Np ¼
6� 1010 WV%ð Þ

pqpD3
; (21)

where WV% is the percentage latex concentration in g/100 ml of original bead sample, qp is the

density of polystyrene, and D is the diameter of beads. Finally, the original bead sample was

diluted with aqueous glycerol (22%) to achieve different bead concentrations (0.9, 1.8, 2.71,

4.52, 6.33, and 9.05� 105 beads/ml).

3. Yeast

In our experiments with yeast cells, Saccharomyces cerevisiae MTCC 3090 were purchased

from Institute of Microbial Technology (MTCC) Chandigarh, India. The cells were cultured in

Yeast Extract Peptone Dextrose (YEPD) medium for 48 h at 30 �C. The number of cells was

determined by measuring the optical density (OD) at 600 nm with a UV- Visible

Spectrophotometer (Jasco V-550, Japan). The culture was grown to reach an optical density of

1.0 (1.0 is approximately equal to 1� 107 cells/ml, which is confirmed by hemocytometer
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(Marienfeld, Germany).40 The yeast cells were then diluted with YEPD to achieve different cell

concentrations (0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, and 2.5� 105 cells/ml).

4. Cells (L6 myoblast and HEK 293)

In our experiments with cells, L6 myoblast cells and Human Embryonic Kidney 293 cells

(HEK 293) were purchased from NCCS (National Centre for Cell Sciences) Pune, India. The

cells were grown to confluence in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) (Himedia,

India), which contained 10% fetal bovine serum and antibiotic mix (50 mg gentamicin, 100 mg

streptomycin, and 62.77 mg penicillin).41 The medium from the confluent cells were removed

and the cells were washed thrice with Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS). Then, PBS was

removed completely and trypsinized with 1� trypsin (3 min incubation in 5% CO2 incubator).

The trypsinized cells were added with 1 ml DMEM and centrifuged for 5 min at 1800 rpm. The

supernatant was removed and 1 ml of medium was added to the pellet and gently mixed. The

number of cells was counted with the help of a haemocytometer (Marienfeld, Germany).42

They were then diluted with DMEM to achieve different cell concentrations (0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5,

2.0, and 2.5� 105 cells/ml).

C. Experimental setup and procedure

A schematic and photograph of the experimental setup are shown in Fig. 3. The microchan-

nel device includes a droplet generator with a cross-junction. Mineral oil (with surfactant) and

aqueous glycerol are filtered using a 13 mm, 0.2 lm pore size PTFE, and nylon syringe filters,

respectively (Axiva Sichem Biotech, Chennai, India). All the experiments were performed using

2 ml, 1000 series gas tight glass syringes (Hamilton Company, Nevada, USA). These gas-tight

glass syringes provide quicker response and low pressure fluctuations as compared to plastic

syringes. Mineral oil as the continuous phase and aqueous glycerol as discrete phase are sup-

plied using syringe pumps (TSE systems, Germany). Pressure drop measurements are performed

using a PX26–005DV differential pressure sensor with a DP25B S-230A display unit (Omega,

Stanford, USA), which is capable of measuring transient pressure (with response time �1 ms)

across the pressure taps. The capillaries connecting the pressure taps on the device and the pres-

sure sensor are primed carefully to avoid possibility of oil-air interface inside that may influ-

ence the reading. Our test section (between the pressure taps) is located sufficiently away (at

2.5 cm) from the droplet generation junction to ensure that the droplets are focused at the centre

before entering the test section.43,44

From our preliminary experiments, it was observed that the wetting behaviour of micro-

channels get modified significantly as time progresses. So, the repeatability of the experiments

was poor even after providing a hydrophobic Octadecyltrichlorosilane coating (OTS) on the

channel. The channels acquire a steady wetting behaviour (hydrophobicity) 1–2 weeks after fab-

rication (plasma exposure). So, all the experiments were performed after 2-weeks of fabrication.

The experiments were performed inside an air-conditioned laboratory environment at a tempera-

ture of 24 �C to eliminate the influence of temperature on the viscosity of the aqueous glycerol

(which is highly sensitive to temperature change even at 60.5 �C). First, the entire channel was

flushed with mineral oil (with surfactant) to ensure uniform wetting of the channel. Then,

FIG. 3. Schematic (left) and photograph (right) of the experimental setup used for pressure drop measurement.
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discrete phase was introduced into the device to generate droplets at the cross-junction. The

pressure drop was continuously monitored using the pressure sensor after steady state was

reached after 3–5 min. The flow rates of both continuous and discrete phases were adjusted

individually to achieve stable monodispersed droplets with equal interdistance between them.

The size and shape of the droplets and the separation distance between them were measured

using an inverted microscope (Carl Zeiss Axiovert A1) coupled with a CCD camera (ProgRes

CF Cool, Jenoptik, Germany) interfaced with PC via ProgRes CapturePro v2.8.8 software. As

the droplets moving inside the channel having bullet shape, the diameter of the droplets is

measured inside a larger fluidic port at the channel exit, where the droplets attain spherical

shape.

In the experiments with microbeads and cells, the samples were infused into the device

through the continuous phase inlet of the chip (Fig. 2) and the other inlet port (discrete phase

inlet) was sealed. Before the experiments, the channel and the pressure senor ports were flushed

with the medium fluid (aqueous glycerol in case of bead experiments and PBS in case of cell

experiments) in order to avoid any contamination. With the beads/cells flowing through the test

section (between the pressure taps in Fig. 2), pressure drop was recorded using the pressure

sensor described earlier. In order to measure the pressure drop of the media only (without any

beads/cells), the cells and beads were removed from the media by centrifugation (5 min in a

centrifuge Remi-R-8C, Remi Elektrotechnik Limited, India) and filtration (using filter described

earlier), respectively.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Droplet size and deformation

Droplets of aqueous glycerol (i.e., waterþ glycerol 0%–80%) were generated in mineral oil

(with surfactant Span 85 at 5% wt/wt). Initially, experiments were performed to identify the

operating conditions for generating monodisperse droplets with equal interdistance between

them, for all aqueous glycerol compositions. Droplets of different size were generated by vary-

ing the total flow rate QT , for various aqueous glycerol compositions. The total flow rate QT

was varied by adjusting both continuous phase flow rate Qc and discrete phase flow rate Qd

while keeping the flow rate ratio Qc=Qd fixed. It was observed that the droplet diameter Dd is

reduced with increase in the total flow rate QT , for all viscosity ratios k ¼ ld=lc, as shown in

Fig. 4. The minimum diameter of the droplets (43.61 lm) generated in our experiments was

limited by the throat size (47.58 lm) at the droplet generating junction. The coefficient of

FIG. 4. Effect of total flow rate QT on droplet diameter Dd for different viscosity ratios k.
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variation (ratio of standard deviation of the measured values to the mean of the measured val-

ues) of droplet diameters and the interdistance between the droplets was measured from

repeated experiments, which was found to be less than 3%. Also, in our experiments, the inter-

action between the droplets can be ignored as the separation distance between them is more

than the channel dimension. It was observed that, for a fixed total flow rate, the diameter of the

droplets is reduced with increase in the viscosity ratio k. In our experiments, for high viscosity

ratio (e.g., for k ¼ 1:467), the minimum size of the droplet generated is restricted by the flow

rate because it becomes difficult to produce droplets of uniform size and with equal interdis-

tance between them at higher flow rates. Anna et al.45 reported similar behaviour of decrease in

droplet diameter with increase in total flow rate. However, in their work, the effect of viscosity

contrast on droplet diameter was not studied. Cubaud and Mason46 reported the effect of viscos-

ity contrast on diameter of droplet formed which showed a decrease in droplet diameter with

increase in viscosity ratio. However, their experiments were carried out without the use of sur-

factants (which is required for stable droplet formation as per our observations). Adzima and

Velankar15 reported similar observation using T-junction without considering the effect of vis-

cosity contrast at high Ca (2–35), whereas our studies are limited to low Ca (from 0.01 to 0.2).

We studied the effect of droplet size or corresponding Capillary number Ca ¼ lcUc=r (at

fixed viscosity ratio) and viscosity ratio (at fixed droplet size ratio or Ca) on the droplet defor-

mation. Here, r is the interfacial tension between two phases. At low viscosity ratio (i.e., water

droplet with k ¼ 0:032), the droplet deformation was observed only for diameter ratio q > 0:7.

However, at higher viscosity ratios (i.e., with 80% glycerol, k ¼ 1:467), the droplets were

deformed for diameter ratio q > 0:5. This is in agreement with observations reported in litera-

ture,19,25,47,48 although these studies were carried out for much bigger droplets in larger capilla-

ries and channels. The effect of droplet size ratio q ¼ Rd=Rc or Ca (for a fixed viscosity ratio)

and viscosity ratio k ¼ ld=lc (for fixed size ratio or Ca) on the deformed shape of the droplets

(which indicates deformability) are depicted in Fig. 5. In order to study the effect of droplet

size ratio q or Ca on droplet deformation (at a fixed viscosity ratio k) and the effect of viscos-

ity ratio k on droplet deformation (at fixed droplet size ratio q or Ca), we varied the total flow

rate QT by adjusting both continuous phase flow rate Qc and discrete phase flow rate Qd, but

the flow rate ratio Qc=Qd was not kept fixed. The results show that both droplet size (or Ca)

and viscosity have significant influence on the deformability of the droplets. The deformation

of the droplets is quantified in terms of deformability index (D.I.), which is defined in Fig. 6(a).

The value of D.I. is 0 for undeformed droplets and its value increases as the droplets gets more

and more deformed. The variation of D.I. with the droplet size ratio q for different values of

viscosity ratios k is presented in Fig. 6(b). At a fixed droplet size ratio (or corresponding fixed

Ca), the deformability index is higher for a higher viscosity ratio. Also, for a fixed viscosity

FIG. 5. Images showing the effects of the size ratio q (fixed k) and viscosity ratio k (fixed q) on droplet deformation.
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ratio, the deformability index is higher for a higher droplet size ratio (or corresponding higher

Ca). Similar observations are reported by Ho and Leal47 and Martinez and Udell25 from experi-

mental and numerical works, respectively, but such investigations were carried out for droplets

in millifluidic channels.

The droplet generation processes observed from the experiments and predicted from numer-

ical simulations are presented in Fig. 7(a), which compare very well both qualitatively and

quantitatively. Under the same operating conditions (Qc¼ 10.5 and Qd ¼ 1.8 ll/min), the diame-

ters of the droplets measured from the experiments and simulations are 43.61 and 40 lm,

respectively. Similarly, the corresponding interdistance between the droplets from the experi-

ments and simulations are 89.69 and 90.90 lm, respectively. The simulation results in terms of

droplet size and interdistance match with the corresponding experimental results within 8%.

The deformation contours of the droplets of different size ratio q and viscosity ratio k predicted

by the model and measured from the experiments are depicted in Fig. 7(b). A very good match

between the deformation profiles is observed. For quantitative comparison, the deformations

predicted by the simulation and measured from experiments are compared in terms of D.I. The

D.I. values from the experimental images and simulations are presented in Fig. 7(b), which

match with each other within 5%. In numerical simulations of droplet generation, improper

wall boundary condition is one of the critical reasons for deviation of numerical predictions

from experimental data. In our simulations, the average static contact angle (which is measured

by analysis of droplet formation images obtained from experiments) is given as the wall bound-

ary condition. This improves the match between the simulation and experimental results.

FIG. 6. Definition of D.I. (left) and variation of D.I. with droplet size ratio q for different k (right).

FIG. 7. Comparison between experimental and simulation results: (a) droplet generation process for a water droplets in oil

(Qc ¼ 10:5 and Qd ¼ 1:8ll=min, contact angle 147�), (b) droplet deformation for different size ðqÞ and viscosity ðkÞ ratios.
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Moreover, in our simulations, there is no mass loss problem at the droplet interface during the

droplet formation as reported by Lan et al.49 Vigneaux34 reported the need of a pseudo-3D

model in order to capture the surface tension effect in a level set method for the droplet forma-

tion. Here, the use of the inbuilt Brackbill surface tension model33 in Fluent provides the

required instability for the droplet formation. Li et al.36 took a similar approach for simulating

droplet formation using a flow focusing design but their studies did not include the effect of

size ratio and viscosity ratio on droplet deformation.

B. Permeability: Analytical model

We use our experimental data to develop an expression for the permeability kd of the

region around the droplet (refer Eq. (5)) in terms of droplet size ratio q and viscosity ratio k. In

the past, many attempts22,50,51 have been made to establish an analogy between the Darcy’s law

and Hagen-Poiseuille law for a porous medium using permeability of the medium. The experi-

mentally measured pressure drop data include different flow field conditions that can be divided

into three different categories, viz., modified flow field by an undeformed droplets at low values

of q and k, modified flow field by a deformed droplet due to wall effect at high values of q
and low values of k (and vice versa), and modified flow field by highly deformed droplet due

to combined wall effect and high viscosity ratio. The effect of the presence of droplets on the

above flow modifications can be accounted for using permeability of the medium kd. For each

individual experimental pressure drop data, the value of the permeability is determined in terms

of the droplet diameter ratio q and viscosity ratio k (for 20%–80% glycerol,

k ¼ 0:054� 1:467) using the analogy between Darcy and Hagen-Poiseuille equations. The

dimensionless permeability (kd=R2
c) is correlated with q and k using curve fitting of the data in

MATLAB with R2 value of 0.95 and 95% confidence bound as k�d ¼ kd

R2
c
¼ aþ bkþ cq, where

a ¼ 0:1933, b ¼ �0:01559, and c ¼ �0:126.

C. Droplet mobility

From our experimental data, we identified results showing the effects of droplet size ratio

q (at fixed Ca and k), and Ca (at fixed q and k), viscosity ratio k (at fixed q and Ca) on the

droplet mobility as shown in Fig. 8(a). Keeping viscosity ratio and Ca fixed, the droplet mobil-

ity decreases with increase in the droplet size ratio. It is known that the maximum velocity of

an undisturbed single phase Poiseuille flow at the centreline of a rectangular microchannel is

more than the average flow velocity. So, theoretically, small droplets that are confined to the

centreline of the microchannel will move with a higher velocity than the average velocity but

lower than the maximum centreline velocity. Our experimental observations for droplet

FIG. 8. (a) Variation of droplet mobility / with droplet size ratio q for different values of Ca and viscosity ratio k. (b)

Comparison of droplet mobility / predicted from the analytical model and obtained from experimental results with respect

to droplet size ratio q and viscosity ratio k ¼ 0:032.
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mobility are in agreement with what is expected theoretically. Additionally, as the wall effects

become predominant for larger droplets, the bulk of the data shows a decrease in droplet mobil-

ity with increase in droplet size ratio, for all viscosity ratios and Ca. At a fixed Ca and q, as

the viscosity ratio increases, the mobility increases due to reduced wall effect and increased de-

formation of the droplets. Finally, for a fixed viscosity ratio and size ratio, as the Ca increases

(by varying the flow rate ratio of continuous phase to discrete phase), the droplet mobility

increases due to increased deformation of droplet at higher shear rate. The Capillary number

Ca was increased by increasing the continuous phase flow rate Qc. However, in order to keep

the droplet size ratio q and viscosity ratio k fixed, the discrete phase flow rate Qd was also

adjusted simultaneously (if the discrete phase flow rate is not adjusted then a higher continuous

phase flow rate leads to the formation of smaller droplets). For the range of q, Ca, and k con-

sidered in our studies, the droplet mobility varies between 0.8 and 1.3. According to Hetsroni’s

theoretical model,24 the maximum possible value of droplet mobility (/) of a small undeformed

droplet is 2.0. Our results in terms of the droplet mobility are in agreement with related works

reported in literature. Labrot et al.19 and Vanapalli et al.17 investigated mobility of large drop-

lets (liquid plugs) and reported a constant value of mobility of 1.28 and 1.6, respectively.

Recently, Sessom et al.22 reported effect of size ratio on mobility for small periodic droplet

trains in a cylindrical microfluidic channel but they did not consider the effect of viscosity ratio

and Ca on the droplet mobility, which we address in detail. Our experiments are performed

with droplets of size ratio q ¼ 0:5� 1:3 with Ca in the range 0.01–0.2.

The variation of droplet mobility with the droplet size ratio q for a viscosity ratio k ¼
0:032 obtained from experiments and predicted by our theoretical model (presented in Sec. II)

are depicted in Fig. 8(b). As shown, the model predictions are in agreement with the experi-

mental data (within 15%). At such low viscosity ratio, the droplets are spherical in shape (not

cylindrical). However, our theoretical model assumes a cylindrical droplet moving inside a

channel for deriving the expression for velocity in the annular region between the droplet and

the channel walls. The deviation of the theoretical model from the experimental data is attrib-

uted to this assumption used in the theoretical model. At higher viscosity ratios (e.g.,

k ¼ 1:467), the shape of the droplets is cylindrical; thus, it is observed that the theoretical pre-

dictions very closely match with experimental data (within 10%). For intermediate viscosity

ratios ðk ¼ 0:054� 0:3Þ, the match is within 10%–15%.

D. Hydrodynamic resistance: Droplets

The presence of droplets in a microchannel flow provides additional hydrodynamic resist-

ance (referred as “induced hydrodynamic resistance”) as compared to the flow of only continu-

ous phase at the same total flow rate. This induced hydrodynamic resistance is due to the vis-

cous dissipation inside the thin-film of fluid around the droplets that separates the droplets from

the channel wall. The presence of large velocity gradients in the thin-film region leads to this

viscous dissipation. Additionally, the formation of vortices inside and outside the droplets is

also responsible for this additional hydrodynamic resistance.52–54 The effect of droplet size ratio

q on the induced hydrodynamic resistance DRd of a single droplet (non-dimensionalised by the

hydrodynamic resistance R of the channel with continuous phase only) for different viscosity

ratio k is presented in Fig. 9. It is observed that the induced hydrodynamic resistance DRd=R
increases with increase in the size ratio q (following a power law as explained later), for all

viscosity ratios k.

Our experimental data show that the induced hydrodynamic resistance DRd=R offered by

droplets is negligible for smaller droplets with size ratio up to q¼ 0.6. In case of medium sized

droplets with size ratio 0:6 < q < 0:9, the droplets start to deform and due to the viscous dissi-

pation in the thin film around the droplet and formation of eddies,52–54 a gradual increase in

DRd=R is observed with increase in the size ratio q. In case of large droplets with q> 0.9, the

droplets undergo large deformations and the thickness of thin film around the droplets remains

unchanged and become independent of the size ratio q. Therefore, as volume of the droplets

increases, only the length of thin film increases which leads to a sharp increase in DRd=R due
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to increased viscous dissipation in the film. The value of induced hydrodynamic length Ld for

droplets with viscosity ratio k< 1 is less than the droplet diameter (irrespective of the size ra-

tio), whereas the Ld value of the droplets with k> 1 and q> 0.9 are greater than the droplet di-

ameter, as shown in Fig. 9 (inset).

As observed from Fig. 9, at higher droplet size ratios q> 0.9, the induced hydrodynamic

resistance of droplets with viscosity ratio k> 1 is much higher as compared to that of droplets

with viscosity ratio k< 1. For larger droplets, when the viscosity of the droplet is more than

the viscosity of continuous phase (k> 1), two large vortices are formed at the centre of the

droplet due to the contributions from the wall-fluid friction rather than the fluid-fluid friction at

the interface,52–54 which is responsible for such higher induced hydrodynamic resistance. For

larger droplets (higher q) and higher viscosity ratios k, the coupled effects of the thin film as

well as the vortices are realized due to which the slope of the curve (DRd=R vs. k) increases

rapidly (curve becomes steeper). The effect of viscosity ratio k (fixed droplet size ratio q) and

droplet size ratio q (fixed viscosity ratio k) on the induced hydrodynamic resistance is shown in

Fig. 10. It is observed that the induced hydrodynamic resistance DRd=R increases with increase

in the viscosity ratios k (following a power law as explained later), for all size ratios q. The

effect of Capillary number Ca on the induced hydrodynamic resistance DRd=R is depicted in

Fig. 11. It is observed that the induced hydrodynamic resistance DRd=R decreases with an

FIG. 10. Effect of viscosity ratio k on induced hydrodynamic resistance DRd=R for different droplet size ratio q.

FIG. 9. Effect of droplet size ratio q on induced hydrodynamic resistance (DRd=R) for different viscosity ratios k, effect of

q on Ld is also shown as inset.
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increase in Ca, irrespective of the viscosity ratios. For Ca > 0:04, the variation of induced

hydrodynamic resistance with Ca is independent of the viscosity ratios. However, for

Ca < 0:04, the induced hydrodynamic resistance of droplets of viscosity ratio k ¼ 1:467 is

found to be much higher than other viscosity ratios.

A comparison between the induced hydrodynamic resistance of droplets ðk ¼ 0:032Þ pre-

dicted by our analytical model and measured in our experiments is presented in Fig. 12. The

induced hydrodynamic resistance predicted from our analytical model match well with that

obtained from the experimental data within a maximum error of 20% (at q ¼ 0:95). This error

can be attributed to the assumption used in the analytical model that flow in the thin film region

around the droplets is analogous to the flow in the annular region of a cylindrical droplet pres-

ent in a concentric cylindrical channel. The comparison between the model predictions and ex-

perimental data improves to 5% for droplets of higher viscosity ratio (k¼ 1.46). At higher vis-

cosity ratios, the droplets become cylindrical in shape due to large deformations and thus our

assumption regarding the flow in the thin film region is satisfied.

Based on the results presented in Fig. 9, the non-dimensional induced hydrodynamic resist-

ance DRd=R is correlated with the droplet size ratio q and viscosity ratio k as follows:

FIG. 11. Effect of Ca on induced hydrodynamic resistance DRd=R for different viscosity ratio k.

FIG. 12. Comparison of induced hydrodynamic resistance DRd=R predicted from the analytical model and obtained from

experimental results with respect to droplet size ratio q and viscosity ratio k¼ 0.032.
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DRd

R
¼ A kð Þm qð Þn þ B; (22)

where A ¼ 0:01439, m ¼ 0:2158, n ¼ 3:589, and B ¼ �0:001259. This correlation was found

by curve fitting of a large set of experimental data in MATLAB with R2 value of 0.9728 and

95% confidence bound. Additional pressure drop due to the presence of droplets of in a micro-

channel has been studied in literature.15,17,19,22 The effects of droplet size,22 and size and vis-

cosity ratios of liquid plugs17,19 have been investigated. However, none of these works provide

a correlation that could be used for predicting induced hydrodynamic resistance of a single

droplet as a function of droplet size ratio and viscosity ratio, which is given in Eq. (22).

E. Hydrodynamic resistance: Beads and cells

We studied the effect of bead/cell concentration (defined in terms of volume fraction a) on

the effective viscosity and induced hydrodynamics resistance of the samples. The sample was

infused through the microchannel at a particular flow rate and the corresponding pressure drop

across the test section (between the pressure taps) was recorded. The effective viscosity of the

bead sample was calculated from the experimentally measured pressure drop using the follow-

ing equation:55

lef f ¼
DPsR

4
c

28:4QsL
; (23)

where Qs and DPs are the sample flow rate and the corresponding pressure drop, respectively, L
is the length of the test section (between pressure taps) and Rc is the channel hydraulic radius.

Next, the beads and cells were filtered and centrifuged from the sample to obtain the particle-

free medium fluid. The medium fluid was infused into the microchannel at same flow rates Qm

(same as Qs) and the corresponding pressure drop Dpm was obtained. The excess pressure drop

due to the presence of beads and cells in the sample was determined as DPexcess ¼ DPs � DPm.

The induced hydrodynamic resistance due to the presence of the beads and cells in the sample

was calculated as

DR ¼ DPexcess

Qm
: (24)

In literature, various models have been reported56 to determine effective viscosity of samples

containing particles. However, most of these models investigate effective viscosity of samples

at much higher concentration levels, in the range of 0.1–0.8 ml/ml. In our experiments, we have

studied the effective viscosity of bead and cell samples with concentration levels lower than

0.001 ml/ml. Our calculations revealed that the theoretical models reported in literature under

predict the effective viscosity of bead/cell samples at such low concentration levels. Thus, we

had to perform experiments to measure effective viscosity of the samples instead of using mod-

els available in the literature.

Three different cells and polystyrene microbeads were used in the present study. The sizes

of the yeast cells, L6 myoblast cells, and HEK 293 cells (shown in Fig. 13) were measured to

be 15 6 3 lm, 16 6 2 lm, and 18 6 2 lm, and the polystyrene microbeads had a size of 10 lm.

The effective viscosity of the samples was found to increase with increase in the concentration

FIG. 13. Images of the (a) Polystyrene beads, (b) L6 cells, (c) yeast cells, and (d) HEK 293 cells.
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of bead/ cells as depicted in Fig. 14(a). Although beads are of smaller size as compared to cells

at a fixed concentration, the bead sample offers higher effective viscosity than the cell samples.

Similarly, it is interesting to observe that although the HEK 293 cells are bigger in size, the

HEK 293 sample has lower effective viscosity as compared to the L6 and yeast samples. Also,

even though yeast and L6 cells are comparable in terms of their sizes, a large difference

(�20%) between the effective viscosities of the yeast and L6 samples are observed. Thus,

effective viscosity could not be directly related to the cell size but may also depend on the cell

morphologies including the cell membrane stiffness and deformability of cell cytoplasm, which

needs further investigations. Additionally, the particles flowing through a microchannel are

focused at some distance away from the wall due to the combined effects of shear induced and

wall induced lift forces, thus creating a particle-free fluid layer or a lubrication layer.29,57,58 For

a fixed volume fraction, as the particle size increases, the size of this lubrication layer, which is

of the order of the particle size, also increases thus the sample effective viscosity decreases as

compared to that for smaller particles. As observed from Fig. 14(a), this effect becomes pre-

dominant as the volume fraction of particles a increases.

The effective viscosity of the samples accounts for the volume fraction of the medium and

the bead/cells. The effect of bead/cells is represented using a parameter called “apparent viscos-

ity (lapp)” such that

lef f ¼ alapp þ ð1� aÞlc; (25)

where a is the volume fraction of the bead/cells in the sample by volume. The viscosity of the

medium (lc) was calculated from the experimental pressure drop data for the medium only and

using the Poiseuille equation for a rectangular microchannel. The viscosity of the medium cal-

culated using this method was verified with that measured directly using a Brookfield viscome-

ter which compared very well (within 1%). Thus, this device with the specified pressure tap

arrangements and the pressure sensor holds the potential to be used as an on-chip viscometer.

From our experimental data, the viscosities of DMEM and YPED media (without cells) were

calculated to be 0.000837 and 0.001239 Pa s, respectively. Depending on the volume fraction,

the apparent viscosity of beads, yeast cells, L6 cells, and HEK 293 cells were calculated to be

in the range of 2– 4.2, 0.2–3.5, 0.15–1.5, and 0.03–0.6 Pa s, respectively.

Next, we study the effect of volume fraction a and the induced hydrodynamic resistance

DR of different cell populations, as presented in Fig. 14(b). The velocity of bead and cells is

lower than that of the medium at the centre of the channel but in the regions closer to the wall,

the bead/cells move faster than the medium, which produces an additional hydrodynamic resist-

ance.29,57,58 The bead/cells present inside the channel undergo uniform translation, rotation, and

pure straining motions to modify the flow field and produce higher viscous dissipation. At

FIG. 14. Effect of bead/cell concentration a on (a) effective viscosity lef f , (b) induced hydrodynamic resistance, at flow

rate 20 ll/min.
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higher concentrations, as the number of particles increases, the streamlines become denser and

tortuous. Therefore, a higher volume fraction leads to increased effective viscosity of the sam-

ple thus higher induced hydrodynamic resistance.

For a fixed volume fraction, the beads provide much higher induced hydrodynamic resist-

ance as compared to the cells which may be due to significantly higher apparent viscosity.

Although beads are smaller in size, their stiffness is much higher, which is possibly the reason

for higher apparent viscosity and the resulting induced hydrodynamic resistance. Although yeast

and L6 cells are of comparable size, yeast cells offer higher induced hydrodynamic resistance,

which is due to the higher apparent viscosity of the yeast cells because of different cell mor-

phology (cell membrane of yeast cell is stiffer compared that of L6). As discussed earlier, wall

effect plays an important role towards the effective viscosity of cell samples and hence the

hydrodynamic resistance. For larger cells, thickness of the cell-free layer (lubrication layer) is

higher and thus the effective viscosity and the resulting induced hydrodynamic resistance are

lower as compared to that of the smaller cells for the same volume fraction. It is clearly

observed that the induced hydrodynamic resistance of the cells is related to their apparent vis-

cosity. The cells of higher apparent viscosity provide higher hydrodynamic resistance, which is

also in accordance with the analytical model and experimental results for droplets discussed in

Sec. V D. Also, if we compare the slopes of the curves in Figs. 14(a) and 14(b), it is interesting

to observe that both effective viscosity and induced hydrodynamic resistance are more sensitive

to increase in the volume fraction for beads (stiffer microparticles59) as compared to the cells

(deformable microparticles). Bulk induced hydrodynamic resistance DR (Pa s=m3) offered by

the cells in a channel can be correlated with the apparent viscosity lapp (Pa s) and cell concen-

tration a (ll=ml) as follows:

DR ¼ Alapp þ Baþ C; (26)

where A ¼ 3:452� 1011, B ¼ 2:19� 1012, and C ¼ �1:265� 1011. This correlation was found

by curve fitting of a large set of experimental data in MATLAB with R2 value of 0.8824 and

95% confidence bound. The effect of increase in sample concentration on effective viscosity has

been reported earlier.55,60 However, the range of concentration of cells we study in the present

work is two orders of magnitude lower as compared to what is reported in the literature. To our

knowledge, for the first time, we have related the induced hydrodynamic resistance of living

cells with their apparent viscosity and concentration levels in a sample (given in Eq. (26)).

At a fixed bead concentration, as the flow rate of the bead sample increases, the migration

effect is enhanced. This leads to reduced local effective viscosity with steep velocity gradient

near the channel wall and increased local effective viscosity with mild velocity gradient at the

centre.60 The net result provides a reduced effective viscosity at higher flow rates, which is pre-

sented in Fig. 15(a). At higher flow rates, the resulting steep velocity gradient at the wall (thus

FIG. 15. Effect of flow rate QT on (a) effective viscosity lef f and (b) induced hydrodynamic resistance DR.
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higher viscous dissipation) leads to an increased wall shear and thus higher hydrodynamic

resistance as depicted in Fig. 15(b). Wilding et al.31 reported similar observations, i.e., a

decrease in effective viscosity of bio samples and increase in excess pressure drop with increase

in the sample flow rate (at fixed concentration) in a silicon microchannel.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have reported experimental and theoretical studies of deformation, mobility /, and

induced hydrodynamic resistance DRd=R of deformable objects such as droplets and cells, and

believe our studies would provide important tools and guidelines for design of microfluidic

devices for various applications including droplet traffic in microfluidic networks and identifica-

tion and sorting of biological cells.

We were able to produce droplets of different size ratio by varying the total flow rate QT

and viscosity ratio k of the discrete phase. At a fixed total flow rate QT , a discrete phase of

higher viscosity ratio k leads to the formation of smaller droplets. Similarly, with the viscosity

ratio k of the discrete phase fixed, a higher total flow rate QT generates smaller droplets. We

studied the effect of droplet size ratio q and viscosity ratio k on the droplet deformation behav-

iour. The deformation of droplets was quantified in terms of deformability index, which has a

higher value for a more deformable droplet. It was found that the deformability index is higher

in the case of droplets of larger size q or higher viscosity ratio k. The effect of droplet size

ratio q, viscosity ratio k, and Capillary number Ca on the mobility / of droplets was independ-

ently investigated. It was found that for a fixed viscosity ratio k and Ca, the mobility / of

droplets is higher for smaller droplets. At a fixed Ca and size ratio q, the mobility / of the

droplets increases with increase in the viscosity ratio k. Finally, for a fixed viscosity ratio k and

size ratio q, as the Ca increases (by varying the flow rate ratio of continuous phase to discrete

phase), the droplet mobility / also increases. The effect of droplet size ratio q and viscosity ra-

tio k on the induced hydrodynamic resistance DRd=R was studied. It is observed that the

induced hydrodynamic resistance DRd=R offered by droplets is negligible for smaller droplets

with size ratio up to q¼ 0.6. In case of medium sized droplets with size ratio increasing in the

range 0:6 < q < 0:9, the droplets start to deform, and a gradual increase in DRd=R is observed.

The bigger droplets with q > 0:9 undergo a fixed deformation in the radial direction but

elongate along the flow direction thus their induced hydrodynamic resistance DRd=R increase

rapidly with increase in the size ratio q. The effect of Capillary number Ca on the induced

hydrodynamic resistance DRd=R was studied, and it was found that for Ca> 0.04, the hydrody-

namic resistance is independent of the viscosity ratio k.

The theoretical model reported here is an extension of the model derived by Sessoms

et al.,22 which facilitates experimental measurement of phenomenological permeability which

Sessoms et al.,22 does not attempt. Additionally, our model reduces the number of such perme-

abilities from three to one by (a) considering the flow in the annular region around the droplet

and (b) considering the Poiseuille flow profile in the unobstructed region. The proposed theoret-

ical model was validated by comparing the model predictions with experimental results in terms

of droplet mobility / and hydrodynamic resistance DRd=R. A good match (within 5%–20%)

was found depending on the droplet viscosity ratio k. Our experiments with different size ratios

q and viscosity ratios k indicate that the theoretical model would be applicable to droplets of

similar viscosity ratios and microchannels of comparable size. The numerical model accurately

predicts the droplet formation process and deformation droplets of different size ratio q and vis-

cosity ratio k. The simulation results in terms of droplet size q and interdistance d and D.I.

matched with the corresponding experimental results within 8%. Our experiments with bead

and cells revealed that bulk induced hydrodynamic resistance DR is related to the bead/cell con-

centration a and apparent viscosity lapp of the bead/cells. A higher concentration a of bead/cells

in a sample provides increased induced hydrodynamic resistance DR. At a fixed concentration a
of bead/cells, the induced hydrodynamic resistance DR is found to be higher for bead/cells with

higher apparent viscosity lapp. At a fixed concentration a, as the flow rate QT of the bead
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sample increases, interestingly the effective viscosity lef f is reduced but the hydrodynamic re-

sistance DR increases.
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